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During these steps turn toward the right. Then 
glide right foot to the sido (10), aml draw the loft 
foot to it slowly (11) (12). This takes in ali four 
measures of the music. Now start with the right 
foot to the side, and reverse ali the steps, turning 
this time to the lef t. 

The dancers will move in the direction of the 
accom.panying diagram. 

TRIPLE BOSTON 
Music, waltz. 
Tho Triple Boston is a most beautif ul dance. 

Although little known in this country yetit is well 
for dance-loving readers who travel extensh·ely to 
become acquainted with it, as it is much danced 

in Europe. 
Start with three measures of the W altz, turn-· 

ing to the right with left foot going back (1); 
right foot to side (2) ; left foot close (3) ; rigbt 
foot front (4); left to side (5); right foot close (G) ; 
left foot back (1) ; right foot to side (2) ; left foot 
close (3); then: pause or" hesitate" on right foot to 
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the side, with full weight of body on same. Hold 
this position for three counts, or one measure. 

Now turn to the left with the following steps: 
l~ft fo?t c~ossed in front, one measure ; step to 
s1<le w1th nght foot, one measure ; bring left foot 
back, Fourth Rear Position, one measure. These 
last three steps may be considered a walk. Turn 
to the left. 
~ ext comes the triple step (hence the name of 

Tnple Boston), which is a run directly to the Ieft 
oblique forward, starting with the riaht foot (1) 
left _f~t (2), right foot (3), having parfner in y al; 
Pos1t10n, and passing her on right side. 

DOUBLE TRIPLE BOSTON 
Music, waltz. 
The first four measures of the Double Triple 

Boston are exactl y the same as in the Tri ple Boston. 

~F(l) tC) 
.... ·----~~.<.':' Lf(J) r\ ,-.. 

·-• ...... ,L, •f\l ._...,..., \ \ ,' , .. ~ ........ ,, ... ,,----------·-------------\~"' RFC2) 

Then follows a "ras de Bourrée " which is 1 ft 
foot crossed in front of right foot (1), then ri:ht 
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. S nd Position (2), and left foot 
foot to t~e side, 00? slightly to the right side. 
close to it. (3), movmgfirst t • le Right foot to 
This const1tutes the np · ure . 
the side Second Position (1) (2) (3), one meas ard 
left foot describes a semicircle to tbe rear, tow . 

,.., ..... , 
~~~

11i~~<:i .. ~,/~~~\ 
. t· .. 11 -.: ! 

,.,.. -X 
f ', ;,, . ·----• ' 'I 
1 LF 
\ (4)(s)(6) 

' • . 
'• .. .. 

•• l°) 
', l'✓ 

~•í../ 
\...,/ 

tbe left one measure (4) (5) (6). Tbese/wo steps 
e the 'same as a Long Boston to tbe le t. 

ar nning steps 
They are followed by three r~ with tbe 

bli uely forward to the left, startmg 
~ghi foot (1), left foot (2), right foot (~)-. Tbes: 

. teps are taken in Yale Pos1tion, an 
runrung 

8 
• R the name of make the second tr1plet. ence 

Double Triple Boston. 
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Repeat ali as many times as desired. 
The Double Boston, Triple and Double Triple 

Bostons have bcon secured from E. B. M'Ewen of 
Glasgow, Scotland. 

RUSSIAN BOSTON (Newman) 
Music, waltz. 

Glide tbe left foot to the side, Second Position (1); 
bring tbe right foot up close to it, and at the same 
time raise the left foot to side (coupé) (2); hop on 
the right foot, and bring the left foot raised in 
back of the right foot, with the left knee bent, 
and close to the right leg (3). This is a Mazourka 
Step. Repeat this Mazourka Step again to the left 
side, one measure . 

This is followed by the side balance movement 
-Left foot to the side (1), bring the right foot 
close to it and bend body to the right (2) (3). 
Repeat this in the other direction, right side, one 
measure ; left foot to the side (1 ), raise the right 
f oot across in front (2), hop on the left f oot (3). 
Step on the right foot, which is crossed in front 
(1 ), left foot to side (2), dra w the right foot close 
to the left foot (3). 

Continue the dance with four Boston Turns to 
four measures. Repeat all from the beginning. 
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THE STANDARD W ALTZ 

:Mus1h·c, ,tNaltdz.oubt this dance is the most popular 
W1t ou a 

,., ,.) 
,••• /R.} o cr¡;) IR 'L',c.,, "'\,! , 
\ \1 ~-----------i{~' \. \,," t .. .. , \ ... ,,, 

< ' 'Rf 
--~- f 'º· 2. : (4) 

-- 1 
LF''.. 1 ,.,, ·-----w 

it is danced in every 
of ali Society_ D~nces, asld and is used in ali 
part of the cmlized wor , 
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the Modern Dances where the waltz step is 
mentioned. 

Left foot glides back (1), the right foot move1, 
to the Second Position, side (2), draw the leftfoot 
close to right foot in Third Rear Position (3), 
right foot forward, Fourth Position ( 4c), left foot 
to Second Position (5), and the right foot to Third 
Position (6). 

Very often it will be found a great ad vantage 
to draw the accompanying design upon the floor, 
about two feet square, then simply follow the 
directions. 

LF 
(1) 

E-¡¡:F (o) 

(t 

~LFCJ) 

Starting from the upper left hand corner move 
lcft foot back to lower left hand corner (1 ), then 
right foot to the lower right hand corner (2), 
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bring left foot close up to the rightfoot (3). Now 
step to upper right hand corner with tbe right 
foot (4), then left foot to the upper left hand 
corner (5), and draw the right foot up to the left 
foot (6). 

These six steps are taken to two measures of 
the music. Practice them diligently many times 
until you can execute the steps without tbinking 
and :find that one foot moves after the other prop
erly and instinctively. 

After the student has become thoroughly pro
ficient in these steps tben while executing them 
turn the body from left to right, right turn, by 
describing a circular movement with the foot that 
has the second and the fifth steps to make, while 
yo u pivot on the other foot. Note that in turning 
toward the right when the feet are brought to
getber, in Tbird Position, the right foot must 
al ways be in front; this is very importan t. While 
in the reverse turn tbe left foot is always in front. 
This applies to both the lady and the gentleman. 

In order to join the right turn with that of the 
left turn or the reverse it is necessary to take the 
waltz steps in a straight line, the gentleman going 
backward and the lady going forward. Three 
steps only are necessary to cbange the relative 
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position of the feet, then one is able to turn or to 
take the steps tw·ning to the left. These three 
steps are here described. 

W ALTZ BAOKWARD 

Glide left foot back (1), then the right foot 
back, passing the left foot (2), left 
foot close up to the right foot, in 
Tbird Position (3). 

It will now be noticed that the ! 
left foot is in front, which is a l : 
change of the relative position of L(lF)1 ; 
the feet compared with the be- 1 R f' 1 . e~> •, 
ginning of the dance. t • 1 

Now we are ready for the re- j 1 
verse turn, which is typically fi> 1 
American, as in Europe they be. \ \ : 
gan to reverse only a few years f't') 1 

LF 1 ,_. : 
ago. {J) ~ 1 

1 1 
1 • 
1 1 

THE REVERSE TURN IN THE : 1 

WALTZ W : 
,-.. J : 

Right foot back (1), left foot \ L \ • 
to the side (2), right foot close ,, \ J .. , 
to it in back (3), left foot forward '~ }/ ~,I 
(4), right foot to side (5), left foot C~/ 
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close to it (6). After these six steps have been 
mastered, then turn toward the left. 

My experience shows that students are always 
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too anxious to tw·n before they really lmow the 
steps perfectly. 

The drawing of the square below upon the floor 
will greatly assist the beginner. 

In order to get out of the reverse turn and back 

t 
LF 
(4) 

~ LF(ó) 

A.F(J) ~ 

+ 
Rf 
(1) 

into the right turn it is necessary to again take 
three steps backward. This time start with the 
:ight foo~ (1 ), then bring the left foot back, pass
mg the Tight foot (2), and dra w the right foot up 
close, and in front of the left foot (3), and you 
a~e again in the same position as at the begin
rung of the dance. 

If one should not desire to reverse alternately 
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then take six waltz steps, going backward, whicb 

~ 
IRF 
:et) 

will bring tlio right foot front, 
then again turn to the right. 

NEWMA.N HESITA.TION 
BOSTON 

Music, any spirited waltz. 
1 

f íi) is one of the most popular dances 
(\.-' at the present time. Its construc
··1 RF(s) tion is very easy and it is most 

__ 'f ,,.) restful. 

{ L \ ,< ~,, The dance starts with Boston 

LF 
(2) The Newman Ilesitation Boston 

"\ ':(..,"' turning to the right, left foot back 
(J one measure ; right foot forward 

STEPS TO Grr OUT one measure · lef t foot back one 
OF REVERSE ' • 

WALTZ measure, and r1ght foot forward 
one measure, then take the Hesitation Step. 

liESITATION STEP 

Lef t foot to side, place weight firrnly on same 
with the right foot pointed to the right side (1) 
(2) (3) ; then transfer the weight on to the right 
foot, and bend the right knee \'ery slightly twice, 
on the first and third count of the measure. This 
is just a little balance movement or a marking the 
time of the music. 

TH E H FSITATION W A LT'Z 
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Repeat this Hesitation Step with the same foot 
to the left, two measures. This is followed by 
the Stroll. 

STROLL 

Gracefully walk backward four steps, starting 
with the left f oot one measure, right foot one 
measure, left foot one measure and right foot one 
measure. Now walk forward to the left oblique, 
having the lady in Y ale Position four steps (left 
foot one measure, right foot one measure, left 
foot one measure, right foot one measure). 

&cond Pa-rt.-Boston Turningto theright four 
mea.sures. 

J IG-8.A W STEP 

Step back on left foot one measure, step back 
on the right foot (passing the left foot) and dip, 
one measure. Step again on left foot (at place), 
one measure. Bring the right foot front, Fourth 
Position, and dip forward one measure. Repeat 
this movement back and forth again in four mea.s
ures. In the Jig-Saw the right foot is the most 
active, while the left foot virtually remains on the 
same spot. This step may also be performed 
turning the body to the right. 
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For the remainder of the dance the dancers as
sume the Tango Position, and walk directly for
ward, taking four steps to four measures of the 
music. It will be noticed that each step takes one 
measure, which· gives to the dance a most digni
fied and majestic atmosphere. 

Note.-After the steps have been mastered in 
this particular forro then it will become more in
teresting to vary the construction of the same by 
placing the steps in such a manner so as to be 
most practica! for the various spaces upon the 
floor, thereby avoiding collisions. 

A REVERSE BOSTON 

This may be easily inserted. Very pretty com
binations can be arranged from the material given, 
viz.-Boston Turning two measures, and the walk 
in Tango Position directly forward, starting with 
lef t foot one measure and right foot one measure. 
Also two measures of Boston, and two measures 
of the Hesitation, then Boston Reverse and Hesi
tation again, two measures. 

Abbreviation of the foregoing steps of the 
original Newman Hesitation Boston is as fol
lows: 
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Boston Turn to right ............. 4 mea.sures 
'fwo Hesitatiou Steps ............ 4 measnres· 
Four walking steps backward .. 4 measures: 
Four walking steps forward ... 4 measures. 
J.oston Tnrn.. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. ... 4 measnres. 

1g-Saw Step ........................ 8 measnres. 
Fonr walking steps in Tango 

Position .......................... 4 measures. 

This makes 32 measures in ali. 

ORIGINAL HESITATION W ALTZ 
.Music, slow waltz. 
The Hesitation Step takes two measures of the 

t~usic, and may be performed turning to the 
right, or to the left, moving forward backward 
or to the side. ' 

It consists of a Hesitation on the one foot for 
one measure and a waltz for the other measure. 
. Practice the following until thoroughly organ
ized. 

HESITATION STEP TO THE SIDE 

_Left foot ~o the side (1); stand firmly on left 
w1~h full we1ght of body on same, the right foot 
pomted to the side; hold this position for two more 
counts (2) (3). Place the right foot back of left 
foot (4), left foot to side (5), and right foot close 
up to it in First Position (6). These last three 
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steps constitute a waltz, moving to the side. The 
six steps should be repeated severa! times. (See 
the illustration page 111.) 

It will be noticed that after the Hesitation Step 
the gentleman steps in ba-0k, while the lady crosses 
in front. 

It would be well for a beginner to start the 
Hesitation W altz with four Long Boston Steps 
turning to the right for four mea.sures then two 
complete Hesitations to the left in four measures. 

After this side Hesitation Step has been mas
tered then pMWtice tbe 

GRAPE VINE FORMATION IN THE fuSITATION 

WALTZ 

The Grape Vine in the Hesitation W altz is a 
Hesitation to the left, one measure, and then right 
foot back and waltz backward one measure; again 
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the Hesitation to the left, one measure, and step 
forward with the right foot and waltz forward 
one mea.sure. Repeat this Hesitation and the 
backward and forward waltz ; this takes the for
mation of a Grape Vine movement. When the 
student has become thoroughly familiar with the 
Hesitation Steps they then should be taken turn
ing. 

TURN TO THE RIGHT 

This turn is done with the same step, which is 
a step on the left foot, turning to the right (1) (2) 
(3) ; continua the right turn with three waltz steps 
right foot (4) (5) (6). Repeat many times, then 
join this . 1vith the other movements. A ver y 
effective turn is the 

PIVOT TO THE LEFT 

In this tum the same steps are used with the 
exception that the turn is to the left or reverse 
and the dancers make a complete Pivot on the 
Hesitation foot (gentleman's left and the lady's 
right); the gentleman must assist the lady consid
erably in this turn or they will not execute a com
plete turn (Pivot) which is necessary if the move
ment is to be effective. 
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Note that the Hesitation is not always confined 
to the left foot. It may also be performed on the 
right foot. This is called : 

THE CHANGE 

This cbange is done as follows : Hesitation on 
the left foot (turning to the left) one measure, and 
waltz turning one measure ; again waltz one meas
ure, and Hesitation on the other foot (right foot) 
one measure. (Remember that this should be a 
reverse turn.) Now pass the left foot back and 
waltz one measure, continue the waltz with the 
right foot one measure; during the waltz steps 
turn to the right, finish with a Hesitation on the 
left foot again one measure. There will always 
be a left turn and a right turn, followed by a 
Hesitation on the other foot. 

A very pretty step is here described and should 
be placed in the dance with the others. 

THE ÜPEN HESITATION 

Dancers in Tango Position ; then take a Hesi
tation Step left foot forward one measure; then 
waltz right foot one measure ; face partner and 
balance to left one measure and right one measure 
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(side balance). Repeat. This movement may be 
used to a g:eat a~vantage, as it brings the dancers 
forward qmte rapidly. 

I~ order to make the dance interesting a11 the 
~~r1ous movements here described should be nicel 
Jomed together. Y 


